
The Tangent range has a subtle sweeping 

shape to complement contemporary curved 

TV’s and sound bars up to 55’’. Angled 

chrome legs reflect the quality and style 

of the cabinet. Curved remote friendly 

safety glass doors hide units away inside 

with removable rear covers for extra-large 

AV units. The Tangent combination easily 

integrates this new technology into the 

home.
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The Curve range is at the cutting edge of 

technology and style. Designed to suit the 

latest and largest curved screens, its ingenious 

shape looks bespoke with any width of set. 

The outer frame matches the width of a 65’’ 

TV whereas the suspended inner cabinet lines 

up perfectly with a 55’’ TV. Its dynamic looks 

do not compromise as the cabinet can easily 

hold large AV units with wide sound bars on the 

shelf above. Every element from slanting sides 

to tapered top are all styled to emphasize this 

dramatic panorama.

The Arc range is simply a curved version of 

the Skyline range to offer a more aesthetic 

blend with the latest of TV technology. The 

top shelves on both model sizes are full stand 

width to help accommodate the current trend of 

wide TV pedestal feet. With the fashion for ever 

increasing screen size its modest style helps 

minimize the visual dominance of even the 

largest of TV within the home.

Arc SkylineCurveTangent
The Skyline range is discreet and elegant 

tailored to suit your AV equipment 

for both residential and professional 

set ups. The floating effect glass is a 

clever design that removes the need for 

unsightly pole legs creating more shelf 

space within less floor area. Skyline will 

enhance your display without dominating 

your living space!

Dynamic Look... Stylish Clean... Elegant Tailored...Ingenious Shape...



The Origin II S4 range integrates beautifully 

with any make and model TV from 37” to 

55”.  Discreet and elegant Origin II S4 looks 

superb from any angle, hanging the screen 

as if on a wall but without the need to modify 

your interior. With screen and shelf height 

adjustment you can place all your AV 

equipment exactly how you want them.You 

can also attach a sound bar with the optional 

sound bar bracket to complete your audio 

visual experience.  This fits easily and swivels 

with the screen to keep your picture and sound 

imaging aligned.

Origin

AVAILABLE IN:

SILVER BLACK OAK (LW) WALNUT (DW)

Discreet & Elegant... Smooth Swivel...

The Motion TV Stand is a stunning synergy 

of clever engineering and designed 

simplicity. Packed full of adjustment features 

fits any TV up to 55”. It has a smooth swivel 

action that lets you angle your TV to the 

perfect viewing position. With screen and 

shelf height adjustment you can place all 

your AV equipment exactly how you want 

them. You can also attach a sound bar with 

the optional sound bar bracket to complete 

your audio visual experience.  This fits easily 

and swivels with the screen to keep your 

picture and sound imaging aligned.

Motion

AVAILABLE IN:

BLACK SILVER

Contour
combines maximum storage with 

subtle contemporary styling

featruing

products
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

Off The Wall is a UK brand that has 
provided innovative audio visual 
furniture to the European market 

for over 10 years. Off the Wall 
designs and manufactures products 
directly for leading television brands, 

bringing  together design and 
engineering excellence to produce a 

unique, stylish range of furniture. 
 

AVITECH Plus, LLC. is an international 
sales, marketing and stocking company 

located in South Florida; offering a 
large range of audio video products, 

accessories, applications and services. 
AVITECH Plus is the sole distributor 

for the Americas of 
Off The Wall A/V Furniture.


